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Abstract: Experimental investigations on thermal behavior of a combined solar and ground source 11 

heat pump (SGHP) system for a single-family house are presented. The SGHP system was installed 12 

at the Lyngby campus of Technical University of Denmark. Detailed experiments were carried out 13 

on the system in 2019 under real weather conditions covering domestic hot water (DHW) 14 

consumption and space heating (SH) demand. Depending on the contributions of the energy inputs 15 

to the combi-storage, five typical daily operation modes are classified. The focus of the 16 

investigations is on the dynamic thermal behaviors of the heat storage under different operating 17 

conditions. When the combi-storage was primarily heated by solar energy, the inlet stratifier in the 18 

storage performed well, ensuring thermal stratification and a good utilization of solar energy. Water 19 

temperature in the storage reached up to about 68℃ at the end of the solar heating process. When 20 

the combi-storage was primarily heated by the ground heat, the water temperature near the outlet for 21 

SH was kept at a temperature range from 26℃ to 31℃ in the heating process to ensure the outlet 22 

temperature level of SH, and the water temperature near the outlet for DHW was in the temperature 23 

range 47℃~51℃ in DHW volume. When there was no heat input to the combi-storage, the pre-24 

stored heat can meet the daily heating demand, and the number of days on this mode was up to 25 

9.4% of the total experimental days. The paper gives valuable inputs for researchers and engineers 26 

who plan to integrate the combi-storage in a renewable heating system with solar collectors and 27 

ground source heat pumps.   28 
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1. Introduction 7 

With an increased popularity and availability of renewable energy sources, there are more and 8 

more households heated by heat pump and solar energy systems. Compared with air source heat 9 

pump system, a ground source heat pump (GSHP) system can achieve a higher coefficient of 10 

performance (COP) because the ground provides more favourable temperatures, and experiences 11 

less temperature fluctuations than the ambient air. Therefore, GSHP system is widely applied for 12 

heating/cooling of buildings, snow melting and in other fields[1][2][3][4].  Moreover, horizontal 13 

ground heat exchanger (HGHE) in GSHP systems is used for heating a single family house due to 14 

its economic advantage[5][6], and its performance was also validated by experiments [7][8] and 15 

numerical models [9]. Accurate artificial algorithms provide a fast tool for predicting and evaluating 16 

GSHP system with HGHE[10][11][12][13][14][15]. Different with the single source solar energy 17 

utilization system[16][17], the heating systems combining solar energy and GSHP system show 18 

better thermal performance[18]. In the investigations on the energetic performances of combining 19 

systems for a single family house (SFH45) in Strasbourg, the highest seasonal performance factor 20 

(SPF) of 6.5 was achieved by a combination of solar and ground source heat pump (SGHP) system, 21 

which was 54.8% higher than that of the combined solar and air source heat pump system[19]. The 22 

survey in Ref. [20] shows that the SGHP system accounts for about 10.5% of the heat source for 23 

residential building.  24 

Generally, SGHP system is equipped with a thermal energy storage due to the time differences 25 

between heat production and household heat demand. The storage devices are usually based on 26 

sensible heat, using water as a short-term heat storage and the ground as a seasonal heat storage[21]. 27 

As the most frequently used heat storage medium, water is excellent due to its large specific heat, 28 
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low price, nontoxicity, and chemical inertia. The sensible heat storage capacity of water is 1 

approx.70 kWh/m3 for household heating in the temperature range of 20℃-80℃. Therefore, short-2 

term heat storages using water are economically attractive for residential heating inclusive domestic 3 

hot water (DHW) and space heating (SH). Based on the monitoring investigation on a SGHP 4 

system in a new housing complex in Satigny, Switzerland, 37% of the energy supplied to the flats 5 

went through the storage before use [22]. As the core component in SGHP system, the water storage 6 

tank can not only shave the demand peak, also store the solar heat produced in the period without 7 

heat demand, which will effectively shorten the operation times of the ground source heat pump 8 

system. Undoubtedly, the storage tank plays an important role in the heating system by overcoming 9 

the mismatch of heat production and consumption and improving the system performance[23][24]. 10 

In the SGHP system for a school building, the underground tank for short-term storage of heat was 11 

proven effective to improve the system performance by charging/discharging cycle in three months 12 

of the year[25]. Dai et al. [26] studied the influence of operation modes on the heating performance 13 

of a SGHP system, and validated that the solar fraction of SGHP system kept steady in all the 14 

modes because of the ability to store a portion of the solar heat in the water tank.  15 

More efforts have been done to investigate thermal behavior of the storage tank in SGHP system. 16 

Thermal stratification in the storage tank is one of the key factors determining thermal performance 17 

of the heating system[27]. Thermal stratification could be destroyed by mixing in the tank due to 18 

incoming jet flows. Based on the measurements on eight marketed solar domestic hot water 19 

(SDHW) systems, Furbo S [28] concluded that the thermal performance of SDHW system was 20 

primarily determined by the design of the hot water tank. Furthermore, the combi-storage was found 21 

to be the most suitable in the solar heating systems. In order to investigate the influence of different 22 

DHW heating loads and consumption patterns, Knudsen S [29] tested a low-flow SDHW system 23 

with a mantle tank and a high-flow SDHW system with an internal heat exchanger spiral in the heat 24 

storage. The results showed that a mixing rate of 40% caused a reduction of around 10% in the net 25 

utilized solar energy for the mantle tank systems while the reduction for the spiral tank systems was 26 
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about 16%. The mixing during draw-offs should be avoided in order to limit its negative impact on 1 

the system performance.  2 

Many works focused on development of new stratification devices. Theoretical and experimental 3 

investigations on multilayer fabric stratification pipes and inlet stratifiers for solar tanks were 4 

carried out by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations and Particle Image Velocimetry 5 

(PIV) measurements[30], and enhancement of thermal stratification via obstacles in vertical 6 

mantled hot water tank was studied experimentally[31]. Dragsted J et al. [32] experimentally 7 

proved that two types of inlet stratifiers had an ability to create stratification in the tank under 8 

different test conditions, and that thermal stratification could be built up in a storage tank during 9 

charge. Padovan R et al.[33] developed the ESP-r model of the combi-storage, and the model was 10 

validated against experimental data. Based on CFD simulation, Moncho-esteve IJ  et al. [34] found 11 

that modifications of the simulated inlet devices affected the stratification level, and a sintered 12 

bronze conical diffuser could improve stratification compared to a conventional bronze elbow inlet. 13 

The use of low inflow, smoothed inlet velocity and upwards inflow at the top of the tank enhanced 14 

stratification. 15 

Different from the aforementioned DHW systems or space heating (SH) systems, solar 16 

combisystem is designed to meet the residential heating demand for DHW and SH, which is popular 17 

for single-family houses. Furthermore, solar cobmisystems are becoming more and more advanced 18 

because of the improvement on thermal stratification in the storage tanks and controlling strategies. 19 

By comparing thermal performance of four highly advanced and differently designed solar 20 

combisystems, Drück and Hahne [35] concluded that the system performance was subject to low 21 

heat losses and a small auxiliary volume in the combi-storage with a low set point temperature. 22 

Investigations were carried out to improve thermal stratification of the storage tank, for example, by 23 

the low flow principle and inlet stratification devices. Pauschinger et al. [36] presented that low 24 

flow and inlet stratifiers can improve system performance of a solar combisystem by 3%. Jordan 25 

[37] proposed that the thermal performance of solar combisystem was increased by about 1-2% by 26 
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using a stratification manifold instead of a fixed inlet in the combi-storage. The investigated system 1 

had a solar fraction of about 25%. Lorenz [38] showed that thermal performance of a solar 2 

combisystem was improved by 25%-35% by replacing the non- stratified tank with a highly 3 

stratified combi-storage. Andersen E et al. [39] made an investigation on thermal performance of 4 

Danish solar combisystems in single-family houses, and the measurements showed that thermal 5 

performance was highly influenced by the demand during the summer (from the middle of May to 6 

the middle of September). Parametric studies on two combisystems showed that the thermal 7 

performances could be significantly improved by design changes of the combi-storage, such as 8 

maintaining high thermal stratification, keeping the return temperature from the SH loop low, and 9 

making the tank well insulated, etc. Durisch W et al. [40] investigated the feasibility of improving 10 

thermal performance of both SDHW systems and solar combisystems by using two draw-off levels 11 

from the combi-storages. The results showed that about 5% increase of thermal performance can be 12 

obtained with a second draw-off level for the combi-storage. Andersen E and Furbo S [41] carried 13 

out theoretical investigations on three differently designed solar combisystems with Danish weather 14 

data. With the net utilized solar energy as a function of DHW, SH and the relative return inlet 15 

height from the SH loop, the best performing system with improvement of 7-14% was achieved by 16 

the tank-in-tank combi-storage with inlet stratifiers in both the solar collector loop and the SH loop.  17 

Besides the aforementioned investigations on the storage tanks, the influences of the system size 18 

and the control system of the solar collector loop were also studied[42]. By monitoring three 19 

temperatures of two separated tanks, Bois J et al. [43] analyzed detailed behavior and efficiency of a 20 

solar combisystem in the whole year based on an existing control algorithm. It was seen that higher 21 

energy savings of 34%-70 % could be obtained by reducing energy demands or increasing solar 22 

collector area. El-baz W and Tzscheutschler P [44] experimentally investigated a ground source 23 

heat pump system with a combi-storage for household SH and DHW consumption. The result 24 

showed that DHW/SH sensor position influenced the number of starts and might lead to short 25 

cycling, and that tank set temperature had a direct impact on COP of the heat pump.  Based on 26 
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simulations of solar and air source heat pump systems with the combi-storage, Haller MY et al. [45] 1 

recommended that the position of the DHW sensor for charging control must be placed at a safe 2 

distance from the SH zone of the storage, which depended on the stratification efficiency of the 3 

storage and on the mass flows used for storage charging and discharging.  4 

In most of the investigations, the heat storage tanks were tested in limited time periods under a 5 

controlled lab environment, thus long term thermal behavior of the storages under realistic 6 

boundary conditions are rarely studied. This paper aims to investigate a SGHP system for a single 7 

family house with a tank-in-tank combi-storage for DHW and SH under real environment. The 8 

tank-in-tank combi-storage has a better surface to volume ratio compared to traditional combi-9 

storage tanks. Since there is only one device where the ground and solar heat have to connect, 10 

hydraulics and control of the system could be simplified[46]. The combi-storage was equipped with 11 

an inlet stratifier for the solar collector loop and four inlet/outlet pipes at variable heights for the 12 

ground heat pump. Advanced control strategy was implemented in the system. The aim of the 13 

design and the control strategy is to secure a high degree of thermal stratification in the storage and 14 

a high efficiency of the heating system. This paper presents for the first time long-term 15 

experimental investigations of the combi-storage under real boundary conditions. 16 

This paper has focus on the dynamic thermal behavior of the combi-storage under different 17 

operating conditions. The charging/discharging characteristic of the combi-storage will be 18 

investigated in details based on dynamic interaction between supply and demand. As shown in 19 

Fig.1, the interplay between the combi-storage and the heating sources inclusive solar heat and the 20 

ground heat pump will be analysed with variable heating demands for DHW and SH in the climate 21 

condition throughout the year. The five operation modes of the combi-storage under the control 22 

strategy will be investigated in details. Furthermore, thermal stratification in the combi-storage and 23 

the influence of the two heat sources will be elucidated by means of temperature measurements in 24 

the tank. The investigations will also demonstrate the functions of the combi-storage, inclusive heat 25 

demand peak shaving, storage of surplus solar heat and operation stability of the system. 26 
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Fig.1 The energy supply/demand interactive relations and dynamic thermal response of the 4 
combi-storage 5 

2. The experiment 6 

2.1 The SGHP system  7 

The SGHP system was installed and measured at the Lyngby campus of Technical University of 8 

Denmark. The SGHP system is composed of a tank-in-tank combi-storage, a water-to-water heat 9 

pump, vacuum tube solar collectors and HGHE. Automated draw offs of DHW and SH in the 10 

system is used to replicate a realistic demand of a single-family house under real climatic conditions. 11 

Fig.2 illustrates an overview of the SGHP system with locations of measurement and controller 12 

sensors, and the descriptions of the main components are listed in Table.1. For the solar collector 13 

loop shown in Fig.1, the solar collectors provide heat for the combi-storage and HGHE by parallel 14 

coupling two plate heat exchangers, direct solar usage is prioritized to heat the combi-storage than 15 

the heat pump. The HGHE, which is located at a level of 1 m below the lawn surface outside the 16 

test house, acts as the heat sink in the regeneration loop, and as the heat source of the auxiliary 17 

heating loop. Two circulating pumps (P5 and P6) and the single stage variable- frequency piston 18 

compressor were integrated in the heat pump cabinet. 19 
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b) Combi-storage and heat pump 35 

Fig.2 An overview of the SGHP system with measurement and controller sensors locations 36 
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Table 1 The main components of the SGHP system 5 

Component Description 
Solar collector 9.6 m2, Evacuated tubular collectors, type Thermomax HP 450, 

Kingspan, the parameters to calculate collector efficiency [47] 
The combi-storage (Tank-in-tank) Total volume 0.725 m3, inner domestic water tank 0.175 m3, 5 ports 
Plate heat exchangers Heat transfer area 0.5 m2, 9 kW capacity 
Heat pump HGX 12P/110-4s, heating capacity 3-12 kW, R134a 
Circulation pump P1: NMT PLUS 25/80-180, IMPPUMPS 

P2: UPS 25-40-180,Grundfos 
P3: UPS 25-60-180, Grundfos 
P5:Alfa 125-60-180,Grundfos 
P6:Magna 25-60-180,Grundfos 

Horizontal ground heat exchanger Total  length 240 m; Cover area 8.5 m x 30 m;  HDPE pipe outside 
diameter/wall thickness 40 mm/2.5 mm 

Controller LMC 320 for the auxiliary loop;  UVR63 for the solar collector loop 
 6 

A big uninsulated buffer tank and a cooling system combined with an insulated storage tank 7 

acted as heat sink for both the SH loop and the DHW loop[48]. The typical daily accumulated heat 8 

demand for SH and DHW in winter is shown in Fig.3. The DHW consumption of approximate 5 9 

kWh was tapped every day by setting three-time DHW draw offs of about 7.5 l/min. For yearly SH 10 

demand for around 2800 kWh, heat was drawn from the combi-storage by activing the circulating 11 

flow rate of about 5 l/min every day, and the setting time slots for discharging varied from month to 12 

month in the heating season. In order to evaluate thermal performance of the SGHP system, the 13 

absolute temperatures at different key locations, the volume flow rates of the seven loops and 14 

electricity consumption of different component were recorded with an interval of 1 minute. As the 15 

temperature sensors shown in Fig.1, the green mark points (TA1—TA4) were used in the 16 

controlling system for solar heating supply, the black mark points (T1—T9) were used to control 17 

heat pump system and protect the safety operation of the piston compressor, and the others (Orange 18 

mark points) were all used to monitor the key temperatures in the combi-storage and evaluate the 19 

dynamic thermal performance of the different loops.  20 
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 1 

Fig.3 The typical daily accumulated heat demand for SH and DHW in winter 2 

A National Instrument cRIO with 9214 and 9403 cards was used for the data logging. The 3 

measurement equipment and measurement accuracy in the presented experiment were described in 4 

details in previous publication[49]. The SGHP system was tested under real weather conditions in 5 

2019 except break of 5 days due to power failures caused by maintenances and renovations issues, 6 

inclusive one day in March and 4 days in July. The thermal behavior of the combi-storage in 7 

different operating conditions was analyzed based on the dynamic relation between the heat inputs 8 

(solar energy/ground energy) and heating demands (DHW/SH) in the whole year.  9 

2.2 The tank-in-tank combi-storage  10 

2.2.1 The layout of the combi-storage and temperature sensors 11 

The tank-in-tank combi-storage with five circuits is applied in the SGHP system, see Fig.4. The 12 

combi-storage is divided into the inner tank for DHW and the outer tank for SH. To minimize heat 13 

loss to indoor environment, the combi-storage was insulated with mineral wool with a thermal 14 

conductivity of 0.45 W/(m·K). The entire insulated tank was covered by aluminum foil. The 15 

insulation thickness on the top and the side of the tank is 200 mm and 50 mm respectively. The 16 

bottom of the tank is not insulated. 17 
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Fig.4 The tank-in-tank combi-storage with five circuits 2 

The capability to achieve and maintain thermal stratification within the storage is particularly 3 

crucial for combi-storages, and of utmost importance if a heat pump is used to charge this storage. 4 

In order to secure a high degree of thermal stratification in the combi-storage during charge by solar 5 

energy, an inlet stratifier is mounted at the bottom of the storage for the solar collector loop, see Fig. 6 

2(a) and Fig. 4. The inlet stratifier is a polypropylene pipe with lockable openings acting as “non-7 

return” valves[32]. Four inlet/outlet pipes with variable heights are mounted at the bottom of the 8 

storage and connected to the ground heat pump. The heights of the inlet/outlet pipes are especially 9 

designed to maintain thermal stratification in the tank during charge by the ground source heat 10 

pump. There are two inlet/outlet ports: one in the inner tank for DHW and one in the outer tank for 11 
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SH. With the arrangement of heights of the ports, water in the top of the inner tank usually has a 1 

high temperature, therefore is used for DHW, while water in the middle of the outer tank has a 2 

relatively lower temperature, therefore is used for SH. DHW production has a higher priority than 3 

SH production in the load side of the heat pump. The return from the SH loop is led into the tank 4 

via a direct inlet located under a half ball baffle plate in order to avoid mixing in the combi-storage. 5 

Except the outlet to the SH loop, all inlet and outlet pipes go through the bottom of the combi-6 

storage.  7 

2.2.2 Operation and control 8 

Thermal conditions of the combi-storage are dynamically influenced by the interaction of solar 9 

energy and ground energy, therefore optimized control of the system is necessary in order to utilize 10 

energy in the best way. The temperature sensors TA2, T3 and T6 were used to control the responses 11 

of the two heat sources to heat demands by comparing with the temperature sensor TA1 located at 12 

the top of solar collector. A detailed description of the control strategies was presented in previous 13 

publication[49], and Fig.5 illustrates the framework of controlling strategies. 14 
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Fig.5 The framework of controlling strategies of SGHP system 16 
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3. The analysis method 1 

In order to analyze the thermal behavior of the combi-storage in the SGHP system, energy flow is 2 

essential for its performance assessment under the given operating conditions. The energy input and 3 

output in the different loops can be calculated as: 4 

                                              
p in out( )Q Vc T Tρ= −

                                                               
(1)

 
5 

Where hot water dynamic physical properties with transient temperature are described as [28]:  6 

                                            

1.76( ) 1000.6 0.0128T Tρ = −
                                                    

(2)
 

7 

                                           

2
p ( ) 4209.1 1.328 0.01432c T T T= − +

                                     
(3) 8 

For the combi-stroage, the tank temperature Tavg is defined by mass weighted average 9 

temperature of the tank based on measurement of the temperature sensors T25~T32 shown in Fig.4.  10 

4. Results and discussion 11 

4.1 Daily operating modes of SGHP system based on the dynamic energy flows in the 12 
combi-storage 13 

4.1.1 Operation modes 14 

Based on the measured temperature differences and flow rates in the solar heating loop and the 15 

auxiliary loop, daily energy quantities charged to and discharged from the combi-storage were 16 

summarized. Based on the source of the heat, five types of typical days were identified: 17 

• Single solar energy (SSE): Energy for heating the combi-storage is only from the solar  18 

heating loop. 19 

• Single heat pump (SHP): Energy for heating the combi-storage is only from the auxiliary  20 

loop operated by the heat pump system. 21 

• Single combi-storage (STA): No energy is used for heating the combi-storage in the  22 

whole day. 23 

• The mixed mode: Both solar energy and ground heat are present in different parts of the  24 
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day. The days of mixed mode can be further divided into two typical days: The solar energy 1 

dominant day (SSD) and the ground heat dominant day (SGD). SSD is defined for the day when the 2 

solar energy is larger than the ground heat energy. Correspondingly, for the day when the ground 3 

heat energy is higher than the solar energy, the operating mode is defined as the ground heat 4 

dominant day (SGD). 5 

4.1.2 Investigation on operation modes 6 

The investigation on the two energy flows in the combi-storage was carried out for 2019, and the 7 

monthly distribution of the operating modes is shown in Fig.6. January and December have only 8 

two operation modes (SHP+ SGD) since the ground source heat pump was undoubtedly the 9 

dominant heat source when there were a high heating demand and a low solar irradiation. 10 

Three types of operation modes existed from February to April, and SSD occurred on the basis of 11 

SHP and SGD as the heating demand decreased and solar irradiation increased in the first two 12 

months. In April with the highest solar irradiation, the heating demand obviously decreased. Solar 13 

energy became the dominant heat source and STA accounted for 23.3% of the days, which made the 14 

monthly SPFs (5.7) the maximum in the whole year. In the three months (from May to July) with 15 

almost the same heating demand, four types of operation modes occurred. SPFs in June was higher 16 

because of the lower share of ground heat energy and the higher solar irradiation. In the other five 17 

months with all the operation modes, the number of days with SHP increased with an increase of 18 

heating demand and a decrease of solar irradiation, and more ground heat energy was used for 19 

heating the combi-storage.   20 

In the year 2019, 29.5% of the days can be categorized as SSE, which was mainly seen from 21 

April to October with low heating load and high solar irradiation. On the contrary, 25.6% of the 22 

days of SHP was concentrated in the period of high heating load and low solar irradiation. The 23 

combining mode has the highest contribution (35.6% of the days), which was seen in every month, 24 

of which, SSD existed in 10 months of the year with a contribution of 12.2%, SGD has a higher 25 

contribution of 23.3%. Surprisingly, it was observed that the number of days on STA was up to 26 
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9.4%, which means the stored heat in the combi-storage can cover the heating demand in 34 days of 1 

the year. In the presented valid experiment of 360 days, solar and ground energy alternated 2 

dominance as the main energy source. The solar collector loop was active in 235 days, and the 3 

number of days with active auxiliary loop for the ground source heat pump system was 220 days. 4 

                    5 

a)  The distribution of monthly working modes and the corresponding solar irradiance 6 

 7 

b)  The yearly working modes distribution 8 
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Fig.6 The distribution of the monthly working modes and yearly working modes 1 
 2 

4.2 Energy flow statuses on the five typical operation days  3 

Based on the operation modes, the measured data were used to analyze the thermal behavior of 4 

the combi-storage in the five typical days. The daily energy flows are illustrated in Table.2. As the 5 

energy input of the combi-storage, solar energy and ground energy were compared. In the modes of 6 

SSE, SSD and STA, high solar irradiance and low heating demand made the average water 7 

temperatures higher than 50°C, and the surplus solar energy were used to charge the ground.  For 8 

the modes of SGD and SHP, due to operation of the heat pump, the combi-storage had relatively 9 

lower average temperatures in the storage (31°C -32°C). 10 

Table 2 The measured energy flows in the five typical operation days 11 

Operation mode Qsol,tank QHP,tank QSH QDHW Tavg Qsol,ground Date 
kWh kWh kWh kWh °C kWh 

SSE 21.8 0 0 4.98 54.91 7.82 2019.4.4 
SSD 23.3 2.51 0 5.21 53.1 3.51 2019.7.23 
SGD 1.49 16.9 9.66 4.82 31.9 0.47 2019.11.29 
SHP 0 27.65 17.87 4.8 31.02 0 2019.12.23 
STA 0 0 0 5.12 54.94 37.2 2019.7.9 

 12 

4.3 Thermal behavior on typical SSE/SSD days 13 

In spring/summer of Denmark, high solar irradiance and long daylight hours make it possible for 14 

solar energy to fully charge the combi-storage. Afterwards, the ground will be charged. The heat 15 

pump operates only in individual cloudy and rainy days. Furthermore, more surplus solar energy is 16 

used to charge the ground when SH load gradually decreases to zero. Solar energy is the dominant 17 

heat source, consequently the average temperature of the combi-storage is kept at a higher level. 18 

4.3.1 Dynamic responses of the tank for SSE  19 

As a typical SSE day, the measured data on 4, April was used to analyze the thermal response of 20 

the combi-storage. As shown in Tab.2, 74% (21.8kWh) of the produced solar energy was used to 21 

charge the combi-storage, and the rest (only 7.82 kWh) was used to charge the ground. A daily 22 
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DHW consumption of 4.98 kWh was taken from the combi-storage. The DHW consumption was 1 

equally distributed into three draw-offs: 6:13~6:19, 11:11~11:16 and 18:10~18:14.  2 

According to the controlling strategy in Fig.5, both T3 and T6 were within the setting 3 

temperature range, the HGHE and the combi-storage were charged in turn by solar energy based on 4 

the relations between TA1, TA2 and TA3. Fig.7 shows the dynamic variations of water 5 

temperatures and flow rates in a typical SEE day. With an increase of solar irradiance, solar energy 6 

was firstly used to charge the ground from 7:07 to 9:36 by starting P3 and M7. The ground was also 7 

charged again from 16:37 to 16:46. The maximum temperature difference between the outlet and 8 

inlet of HGHE is up to 5.4 K at 9:36 before solar energy was used to charge to the tank.  9 

For the SH volume in the combi-storage, the three temperatures (T30~T32) began to drop after 10 

the first DHW draw-off at 6:13 until the solar circulating pump P2 was activated. During solar 11 

charge of the SH volume from 9:37 to 16:36, water temperatures in the tank increased slowly until 12 

the weighted average temperature reached 66.9 ℃ at 16:36. The impact of DHW draw-offs on 13 

water temperatures of the SH volume can be seen in Fig.7. The effect of the first draw-off is much 14 

larger than that of the third one due to the lower weighted average temperature in the morning. 15 

Limited influence is observed in the second draw-off because the tank was charged by solar heat 16 

simultaneously. After the third draw-off , the upper part of the tank had a temperature around 65℃. 17 

Thermal stratification started to build up in the SH volume due to heat transfer from the SH volume 18 

to the DHW volume of the tank. The temperature difference between T28 and T30 reached nearly 3 19 

K at 24:00.  20 

Water temperatures in the DHW volume of the combi-storage during a typical SSE day are 21 

shown in Fig.7. There are three sudden drops of the water temperature at the bottom of the tank 22 

(T27) corresponding to three DHW draw-offs. 21.8 kWh of solar energy was charged to the tank, 23 

and it was higher than the daily DHW load. Consequently T25 increased from 49.6℃ to 65.2℃, 24 

and T27 increased from 44.8℃ to 59.3℃. The difference between T25 and T27 is about 5.9 K at 25 

24:00, and it is 1 K higher than at the start of the day. 26 
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 1 
a)  The thermal responses of the SH volume  2 

 3 
b)  The thermal responses of the DHW volume 4 

Fig.7 The thermal behavior of the combi-storage in a typical SSE day 5 
 6 

1) Dimensionless temperature distribution 7 

The dynamic vertical temperature distribution in the period of solar charge is used to analyze the 8 

thermal response of the combi-storage. The measurements are shown with dimensionless 9 

temperatures on the x-axis and the height of the tank on the y-axis. The dynamic vertical 10 

temperature distribution is shown in Fig.8. In order to eliminate the interference of the start 11 

temperatures (T32start) and the inlet temperature (T3) in the analysis, the dimensionless temperature 12 

is used and defined as follows: 13 
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Where T is water temperature at different heights of the tank, °C. T3 is the transient inlet 3 

temperature of thermal stratifier, °C , and T32start and T27start is respectively the bottom temperature 4 

of SH volume and DHW volume before the start of the charge by solar energy, °C. 5 

 6 

a)  Dimensionless temperature profiles of the SH volume  7 

 8 

b) Dimensionless temperature profiles of the DHW volume  9 
Fig.8 Dimensionless temperature profiles in the combi-storage in a typical SSE day 10 

As shown in Fig.8, the highest temperature of the tank in SH volume was located near the top 11 

of the stratifier (T29 shown in Fig.4). The vertical temperature gradient was effectively decreased 12 
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from 11:00 to 15:30 with continuous solar charge. T32 in the bottom of SH volume at 12:00 was 1 

still lower after 45-minute continuously solar charge due to the second DHW draw off. The slightly 2 

increased extents in the upper and middle temperatures (T28/T29/T30/T31) were observed from 3 

12:00 to 13:00, and T32 increased because solar energy was effectively used to heat the bottom part. 4 

Due to maximum temperature deviation from T3 in the lower part, more charging effect was 5 

observed from 11:00 to 15:30, which made the vertical temperature gradient lower at 15:30.  6 

Thermal stratification was orderly presented in the DHW volume in Fig.8. The vertical 7 

temperature gradient at 11:00 was same with that at 13:00, and large vertical temperature gradient 8 

was observed due to the second draw off at 11:11. 45-minute continuous solar charging caused the 9 

temperature gradient at 12:00 to resume the same level of 11:00.  The continuously 2-hour heating 10 

process decreased the vertical temperature gradient at 15:00, and the temperature difference 11 

between T25 in the upper part and T27 in the bottom was further reduced. 12 

2) MIX number 13 

The MIX number is useful for evaluating the thermal stratification in the combi-storage at a 14 

specific time and ranges from 0 to 1 which reflects the degree of stratification independent of the 15 

working conditions. The MIX number was defined as[50]: 16 
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M M
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M M
−

=
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(6) 17 

The energy-momentum content expM  is related to the energy-momentum content of two theoretical 18 

cases, a perfectly stratified water tank ( strM ) and a fully mixed water tank ( full-mixedM ) with both 19 

storing the same amount of energy in the experimental tank. The MIX number varies from 0 to 1, 20 

where 0 represents a perfectly stratified tank and 1 represents a fully mixed tank. The three energy-21 

momentum contents were described in details in Ref [51]. To calculate MIX numbers of different 22 

typical operation day, the temperatures of hot water and cold water were respectively set 70 °C and 23 

20 °C to obtain their energy-momentum contents. 24 
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MIX numbers in the SH volume in the whole day are shown in Fig.9. The MIX number was 1 

almost constant (0.8) when the first DHW draw-off finished at 6:19, and it decreased slowly to 0.73 2 

until the solar charge was activated at 9:37. In the process of solar charge of the combi-storage from 3 

9:37 to 16:36, the MIX number increased with the continuous charge from 9:37, and it was up to 4 

0.84 of the maximum value at 10:31. The MIX number was kept higher than 0.8 from 10:02 to 5 

10:52, and the energy discharge in the second DHW draw-off at 11:11 was much lower than the 6 

solar charge in this period, thermal stratification is fully decided by the outlet water temperature of 7 

solar heating supply pipe from PHE, and it is hardly influenced by the 6-minute DHW draw-off. 8 

Since 12:19, the sharp decrease of MIX number was observed until MIX number decreased to the 9 

lowest value of 0.25 at 15:21, which reflects thermal stratification established quickly with 10 

continuous solar charge due to higher solar irradiance. As solar energy diffused in the combi-11 

storage and solar radiation decreased after 15:21, the five temperatures (T28~T32) shown in Fig.7(a) 12 

were almost the same in SH volume until 18:14, the increase of MIX number reflects the thermal 13 

stratification destroyed gradually and uniform vertical temperature distribution formed in the 14 

storage. Though the third DHW draw-off finished at 18:14 caused MIX number decrease from 0.53 15 

to 0.5, the MIX number still increased to 0.55 at 24:00. 16 

 17 

Fig.9 MIX number variations in the SH volume in the typical SSE day 18 
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4.3.2 Dynamic responses of the tank for SSD 1 

The measured data on July 23 was used to analyze thermal response of the combi-storage in a 2 

typical SSD day. Fig.10 shows water temperatures and flow rates in a typical SSD day. Different 3 

from SSE, heat pump was activated to charge for the DHW volume at 6:00 because the monitored 4 

T3 was lower than 47℃ based on the controlling strategy shown in Fig.5. T25, T28 and T29 in the 5 

upper part increased significantly in 20-minute operation, while T28 and T29 were hardly changed 6 

after the first draw-off for DHW at 6:36. However, the available solar heat activated at 8:17 was not 7 

high enough to maintain monitored T3 to reach 47℃ of the low temperature limit at 8:36, heat 8 

pump was activated for the second time. In the DHW volume, the temperatures distribution was 9 

hardly affected by the fluctuations of the inlet water temperature (T3) in the charging process by 10 

heat pump, the three temperatures (T25~T27) were more sensitive to solar charge.  11 

 12 
a)  The thermal responses of the SH volume  13 
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 1 
b)  The thermal responses of the DHW volume  2 

Fig.10 The thermal behavior of the combi-storage in a typical SSD day 3 
4.4 Thermal behavior on typical SHP/SGD days 4 

In autumn/winter of Denmark with a lower solar irradiance and short daylight hours, the 5 

available solar energy is limited. Undoubtedly, ground energy becomes the dominating heat source. 6 

As shown in Fig.5, operation of the heat pump is controlled using water temperatures T3 and T6 in 7 

the combi-storage. 8 

4.4.1 Dynamic responses of the tank for SHP 9 

As a typical day on SHP, the measured data on 13, December was used to analyze thermal 10 

response of the combi-storage. The temperature difference ΔT1=(TA1-TA2) was lower than 8 °C 11 

due to lower solar irradiance in the day (see Fig.5). Solar energy was not used to charge the tank, 12 

and the heat supply was fully provided by the heat pump. As shown in Tab.2, the heat output of the 13 

heat pump was 27.6 kWh, 22.7 kWh of which was used to cover SH and DHW demand, the rest 14 

was lost by means of heat loss from the combi-storage and the connection pipes. Since SH was 15 

provided mostly on demand, there was no need to charge the storage to higher temperatures. The 16 

weighted average temperature of the storage was 31°C, which was much lower than the average 17 

temperature in solar energy dominating days (SSE/SSD). The dynamic variations of water 18 

temperatures and flow rates of the storage in a typical SHP day are illustrated in Fig.11. 19 
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The same as the control strategy for DHW, the circulation for SH was activated 3 times over the 1 

day, and each operation time was about 74 minutes with the starting time 4:02/9:02/19:02. 2 

Corresponding to the short-term daylight and lower irradiance, the heat pump was activated 18 3 

times as can be seen by the flow meter (F5) to meet the heating demand, 8 of which was for 4 

charging the DHW volume, and 12 of which were charging for the SH volume. It should be noted 5 

that switches between the DHW charging and the SH charging was controlled by the valves 6 

(M6+M4/M5) in the periods of 6:44~7:13 and 20:21~20:55. 7 

The sensor T28 and T29 show water temperatures in the upper part of the SH volume. T29 was 8 

more sensitive to the heating flow, and its fluctuation magnitude was much larger than that of T28 9 

though they had the same tendency. T28 was kept in the range from 47℃ to 51℃ to ensure the 10 

outlet temperature level of DHW. It was observed that T25 gradually increased to nearly 50℃ by 11 

heat pump after every DHW draw-off even in the cold winter. T30 shows temperature variations of 12 

the middle of the SH volume during the day. Since the outlet to the SH loop was located below the 13 

sensor T29 and above the sensor T30, T30 is more sensitive to the SH load than T29. Most of the 14 

activated heating process occurred in the period of SH load, and heat was transfer rapidly to meet 15 

the SH demand, which made the T30 fluctuations narrower than that of T29. T30 was kept the 16 

range from 26 °C to 31 °C in the heating process to ensure the outlet temperature level of SH. 17 

Meanwhile, the intermittent heating process made T26 gradually resumed to about 30 °C after every 18 

DHW draw-off. For the bottom of the SH volume, the temperature variation of T31 was consistent 19 

with that of T32, and they were hardly influenced by the two ways of heating the combi-storage. 20 

T27 in the bottom DHW volume is almost equal to the tap water temperature, the impact of thermal 21 

diffusion of heating process on bottom volume was weak.    22 

Due to the difference of heat sources, it is difficult for heat pump to supply hot water temperature 23 

as high as solar collectors. As shown in Fig.5, the monitored temperature T3 is used to control the 24 

temperature level of DHW, and T6 for the temperature level of SH. Based on the thermal responses 25 

of T28 and T30, the two monitored temperature sensors at setting positon are competent for 26 
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controlling heat pump to charge different parts in the tank. The heating flow is respectively directed 1 

to the different demand for temperature level using the two heating loops in the combi-storage, and 2 

the perfect implementation effect of the setting control strategy for heat pump system over the day 3 

is validated. However, it is inevitable for heat pump system to increase extra electricity 4 

consumption due to frequent startup shown in Fig.11. The control strategy could be refined to avoid 5 

frequent on/off operations, however, further investigations are necessary to determine the optimized 6 

control parameters. 7 

 8 
a)  The thermal responses of the SH volume  9 

                  10 
b)  The thermal responses of the DHW volume 11 

Fig.11 The thermal behavior of the combi-storage in a typical SHP day 12 
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 1 
MIX numbers in the SH volume were calculated in the whole day, Fig.12 shows the dynamic 2 

variations of MIX numbers. Thermal stratification was poor based on the oscillating MIX number in 3 

the whole day though the upper and middle part were respectively charged by heat pump based on 4 

the measured temperatures of T3 and T6. The MIX numbers were lower than 0.25, and it decreased 5 

sharply corresponding to every intermittent charge, which indicates establishment of thermal 6 

stratification in the storage. In the three periods of heating for SH, MIX number vibrated violently 7 

with the frequent fluctuation of T30 due to the middle part of SH volume charged by heat pump. 8 

The four increased tendencies of MIX numbers are observed during the standby periods: 0:00~4:04, 9 

7:03~8:49, 11:56~13:30 and 13:51~18:40, and thermal stratification was better than the other 10 

periods. In a word, the MIX numbers on SHP are much lower than that on SSE, thermal 11 

stratification is fully applied in the charge for different volume by heat pump. Different from the 12 

responses of water temperatures on SSE, water temperatures in the combi-storage were relatively 13 

stable to meet for heating demand. As shown in Fig.11, the vertical temperature gradient in DHW 14 

volume was almost constant over the day due to the two heating loops focusing on different place. 15 

Therefore, heat pump system is indispensable to enhance the reliability of SGHP system. 16 

 17 
Fig.12 MIX number variations in the SH volume in a typical SHP day 18 

4.4.2 Dynamic responses of the tank for SGD  19 

The measured data on 29 November was used to analyze thermal response of the combi-storage 20 

in a typical SGD day. The dynamic variations of water temperatures and flow rates on SGD are 21 
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illustrated in Fig.13. The heat pump was activated 11 times in order to meet the heating demand due 1 

to the lower irradiance, which can be seen by the flow meter (F5). 7 of startups was for charging the 2 

DHW volume, and 4 were for charging the SH volume. It should be noted that switches between the 3 

DHW charging and the SH charging was controlled by the valves (M6+M4/M5) in the periods of 4 

4:19~5:22 and 10:08~10:47. As for solar charging of the combi-storage, circulating pump P2 was 5 

activated two times in the periods of 11:52~12:08 and 12:53~14:03 over the day. Due to the lower 6 

solar irradiance, the increases of about 5℃ in T31 and T32 were observed at the end of the solar 7 

charging, and the two temperatures decreased to about 21℃ after the 3rd 74-minute discharging for 8 

SH demand. The supply water temperature for SH circulation was within 26℃~31℃, and it was 9 

controlled in the range from 47℃ to 51℃ in the upper part of DHW volume. A relatively lower 10 

temperature of the SH volume means a lower heat loss from the storage, which leads to a higher 11 

efficiency of the system. The thermal behavior of the combi-storage proves that the control strategy 12 

described in Fig.5 functions well. In DHW volume, T27 was increased by about 6.4℃ by solar 13 

charging, and it fell to 21℃ until the 3rd draw-off for DHW.  T25 and T26 were respectively 14 

maintained at approx. 50 ℃ and 31 ℃, and they were hardly disturbed by solar charging. 15 

 16 
a)  The thermal responses of the SH volume 17 
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 1 
b)  The thermal responses of the DHW volume 2 

Fig.13 The thermal behavior of the combi-storage in a typical SGD day 3 
 4 

4.5 Thermal behavior on typical STA day 5 

Compared with the aforementioned four modes, STA is a coincidental state for the combi-storage 6 

where no energy is used for heating the combi-storage in the whole day. The stored energy can meet 7 

the daily heat demand. As shown in Fig.6, STA is widely located from April to November in 2019. 8 

The measured data on 9, July was used to analyze the water temperatures responses to heat demand 9 

on STA.  10 

As described in Tab.2, the weighted average temperature was still up to 54.94℃ even though no 11 

heating energy was charged to the combi-storage, only 5.12 kWh output was used for DHW. 37.2 12 

kWh was fully charged to the ground by solar energy on the day due to higher solar irradiance. The 13 

dynamic variations of water temperatures and flow rates in the day are illustrated in Fig.14. 14 

The three draw-offs for DHW caused disturbances of the vertical temperature distribution. The 15 

vertical temperature gradients in the two volumes increased due to cold inlet at the bottom of the 16 

tank. Solar energy was used to charge the ground from 6:04 to 17:54 by use of HGHE because the 17 

condition of activating pump P3 (TA1> 20℃ & TA3 <30℃& TA3 < TA2 & (TA1- TA3)>8 K) 18 

was met. The inlet water temperature of HGHE fluctuated with the variation of solar irradiance, and 19 

the maximum inlet water temperature was 29.4 ℃ at 13:32 20 
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 1 
a)  The thermal responses of the SH volume 2 

 3 
b)  The thermal responses of the DHW volume 4 

Fig.14 The thermal behavior of the combi-storage in a typical STA day 5 
 6 

The dynamic variations of MIX numbers in a typical STA day are illustrated in Fig.15. Three cliff 7 

descents of MIX numbers were observed with the three DHW draw-offs. The MIX numbers 8 

increased slowly after every draw-off, which showed that good thermal stratifications were 9 

reconstructed in the standby periods due to no energy charge or discharge. In the whole day, the 10 

MIX number decreased from 0.64 to 0.6, and the decreased ratios of MIX number were reduced with 11 

the corresponding DHW draw-off, thermal stratification was getting clearer with energy discharge. 12 
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 1 
Fig.15 MIX number variations in the SH volume in a typical STA day 2 

 3 
4.6 Final discussion 4 

Based on the analysis on the MIX numbers in the three typical days (SSE/SHP/STA), the MIX 5 

numbers in the typical SHP day were lower than that of the two typical days. The four variable-6 

height inlet/outlet pipes connected to the ground heat pump ensured good thermal stratification in 7 

the combi-storage under the maximum energy discharge. The MIX numbers before 12:00 were 8 

higher than 0.7 in the typical SSE day, which proved that solar heat diffused rapidly to ensure the 9 

fully mixed tank. The stored heat can make thermal stratification better after every DHW draw-off 10 

in the typical STA day, which was validated by the variations of MIX numbers within 0.66~0.59. 11 

Installed with temperature sensors, the combi-storage was designed to control how to activate 12 

solar energy or ground heat energy based on the measured water temperature responses at the 13 

different positions. For the combi-storage, the three heating loops and temperature sensors’ 14 

positions were not optimal for thermal stratification, the insulation status also reduced the 15 

effectiveness of the control strategy of SGHP system. More experimental and simulation 16 

investigations should be made to improve the system performance, for example, by optimizing the 17 

design of the three heating loops and temperature sensors’ positions corresponding to the control 18 

strategies in Fig.5. 19 
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5. Conclusions 1 

The combi-storage played an important role in the SGHP system for a single-family house in the 2 

whole year. Based on the operation modes classified by the contribution of energy input in 2019, 3 

this paper presented experimental investigation on thermal behavior of the combi-storage and the 4 

influence of the control strategy. The following conclusions are drawn: 5 

1) Five operation modes were identified for the combi-storage based on the contribution of the 6 

different heating source in 2019. Based on the analysis on the distribution of the working mode 7 

over the year, it is proven that the functions of the combi-storage were fully realized, inclusive 8 

peak shaving, storage of surplus solar heat and operational reliability of the SGHP system. 9 

2) For the daily operation mode in 2019, 29.5% of the days on SSE was higher than that on SHP, 10 

and the mixed mode (SGD/SSD) accounted for 35.5% of the total experimental days. The 11 

number of days on STA was up to 9.4%, it means the combi-storage can meet the heating 12 

demand using accumulated heat in 34 days of the whole year. 13 

3) On SSE/SSD, the solar energy was firstly used to charge the combi-storage, and secondly 14 

charged the ground as the heat source of the heat pump system. Solar energy provided fully 15 

heating flows for the whole tank on SSE/SSD mode. On SSE operation mode, the maximum 16 

MIX number was 0.66 at 10:38, and thermal stratifier made the vertical temperature distribution 17 

uniform and the temperatures were all up to about 68 ℃ at the end of the solar heating process. 18 

4) On SHP/SGD, the two heating loops at different position provided effective heating flows for 19 

the DHW volume and the SH volume with the ground heat pump system. The vertical 20 

temperature gradient in the combi-storage is larger than that on SSE/SSD. On SHP operation 21 

mode, all MIX numbers are lower than 0.25. The middle of the combi-storage (T30) was kept in 22 

the temperature range from 26 ℃ to 31 ℃ in the heating process to ensure the outlet 23 

temperature level of SH, and the temperature of the top of the DHW volume (T25) was within 24 

47 ℃~51 ℃. The different temperature levels for DHW and SH are obtained using the 25 

intermittent operation of heat pump system under the setting control strategy. 26 
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5) On STA, neither solar energy nor ground heat energy was used to charge the combi-storage. 1 

The three draw-offs for DHW caused the top temperature (T25) linearly declined from 64.04 ℃ 2 

to 58.5 ℃, the stepped drops of the middle temperature (T26) from 63.4 ℃ to 53.5 ℃ and the 3 

bottom temperature (T27) from 58.1 ℃ to 41.8 ℃. The MIX number in SH volume decreased 4 

from 0.58 to 0.285 after three cliff descents made by the corresponding DHW draw-offs. The 5 

accumulated thermal energy in the combi-storage can meet for the daily heating demand on 6 

STA operation mode. 7 

For future work, the experimental results will be further compared to the relative studies on the 8 

SGHP system. A simulation model of the SGHP system inclusive the tank-in-tank combi-storage 9 

will be developed. Thermal behavior of the combi-storage will be used to validate the model. 10 

Furthermore, the validated model will be used for design optimization and dimensioning of the 11 

combi-storage in other solar heating systems. 12 
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Nomenclature 

c           fluid specific heat (J/(kg ℃)) 

Q           energy input/output (kWh) 

Q           heat flow rate (kW) 

M          energy-momentum(J m) 

MIX      MIX number (--) 

T            temperature (℃) 

t             operating time (min) 

V            volumetric flow rate (m3/s) 

Greek symbols  

ρ              fluid density (kg/m3) 

Θ               dimensionless temperature (--) 

Subscripts  

avg          average 

exp          experiment 

HP          heat pump  

in            inlet fluid 

mix         mixture 

out          outlet fluid 

p             pressure 

s             system 

str          stratification 

sol          solar 

Abbreviations 

COP          coefficient of performance 

CFD          Computational Fluid Dynamics 

DHW        domestic hot water 

GSHP       ground source heat pump 

HGHE       horizontal ground heat exchanger 

PIV            Particle Image Velocimetry 

SDHW      solar domestic hot water  

SSD           solar energy dominant  

SGD          ground heat energy dominant 

SGHP        solar and ground source heat pump  

SH             space heating 

SHP           single heat pump 
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SPF           season performance factor 

SSE           single solar energy 

STA          single combi-storage 
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